
The beautiful exterior of 
this Metcalfe home offers 
a rustic cottage feel.

WWhile the woods that surround Diane Clément 
and André Guay’s picturesque, timber frame 
Metcalfe home are likely not enchanted (at 
least in the literal sense of the word) there is 
an air of regal magic present.
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from Discovery Dream Homes, installed by Pierre Clément, Yvrik 
Construction Inc.) on the ceilings and a one-of-a-kind, Douglas fir 
catwalk. It also has a soaring 33 feet high stone fireplace (Hubert’s 
Fireplace Consultation + Design), hand-scraped solid hickory floors 
(Bois Franc R. Therrien) and a floating, single-stringer staircase with 
solid hickory treads.”

The catwalk is a sight to behold and efficiently connects and cuts 
through the space. Chuck says the catwalk design is both functional 
(to separate areas of the house) and aesthetic, providing a dramatic 
view, featuring the gorgeous fir timbers and making the great room feel  
more intimate.

What is truly interesting is how this couple has extended the reach 
of their hobbies and personal interests. Diane works as a travel agent and 
André works in the wood veneer business. They translated these interests 
into design elements, with artifacts and decorative pieces collected from 
around the world. The home in which they live is not only reflective of their 
tastes, it is reflective of them – and is the culmination of their experiences. 

BELOW: The downstairs is 
perfect for entertaining as the 
living room, dining room and 
kitchen flow nicely. RIGHT: The 
large stone fireplace is a warm 
centrepiece for this cottage-
style home.

LEFT: The large dining table is big enough to host the whole family. BELOW: The 
kitchen has a beautiful rustic feel, one that continues throughout the home.

Everything about this house is quiet, but rich, like the way it nestles 
into the countryside, meshing seamlessly with nature and the way its 
graceful design elements slide together like brush strokes on a canvas, 
each with their role to play in painting the overall picture. Make no 
mistake though – the design statement that this house makes is bold and 
pronounced, its volume amplified by the liberal use of natural materials, 
like wood and stone. The sense of space is large, yet elegantly restrained. 

Diane and André purchased their land in 2006 and adopted a routine in 
search of design inspiration, with numerous trips to book stores, home shows 
throughout the country, and in various timber frame housing magazines.

They also brought designer Chuck Mills, president of Chuck Mills 
Residential Design & Development Inc., and builder Mark Patterson 
of Patterson Homes on board to help transition their design dreams into 
a living space that both suited and represented them.

The open-concept main floor, with its towering ceilings, pillars and 
exposed beams usher the eye up and out to make you acutely aware of the 
space as it exists within this home’s natural, ethereal framework.

“I wanted to create a stunning, central great room as the focal point 
of the home as well as help to visually tie the inside to the outdoors,” 
says Chuck. “The space features massive hammer beams (timbers 
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For example, André’s pragmatically-located 
games room on the second floor has an African 
influence in the décor and an island constructed 
of African mahogany. The bathroom on the main 
floor is styled with influences from Mexico. 
One of the bedrooms on the second f loor 
incorporates a Latin theme.

Mark agrees that their choice of materials is 
very personal, particularly with the prominent 
use of wood. “The wood is an extension of 
the owners,” he says. “They love the outdoors. 
In their extensive travelling, they enjoy the 
beautiful features found in nature, and they 
incorporated that in how they built their home.” 

Diane and André like to host large family 
gatherings and their home is reflective of that too.

The  k i tche n ,  w ith  appl ia nces  f r om 
Universal Appliances, is open and sprawling, 
featuring two islands – one for prep, one for 
gathering, using stone from Emerald Tile + 
Marble. Custom cherry cabinetry contributes 
to a textured richness. Adjacent to the kitchen 
is an enormous pantry, which does double duty 
as storage and for prep during large gatherings. 
André jokingly refers to this pantry as their 
“food garage.”

Like all great design stories, this one started 
quite simply. On a trip to Katmandu, the couple 
picked up a rug that played a pivotal role as they 
unrolled it to inspire much of the colour scheme 
and décor throughout the house.

The rug is visible from many vantage points. 
It is at the foot of the stunning fireplace, made 
of fieldstone and ledge stone from Merkley 
Supply Ltd., and Metcalfe Masonry Ltd. It is 
another example of how this couple fuses their 
indoors with the outdoors via décor.

Flanking the fireplace are impressive light 
fixtures (Multi Luminaire) that command 
attention. The medieval-style fixtures tie in 
with others throughout the home – inspiration 
derived from travel, this time from a trip to Italy.

“Before we chose many of our things, we 
went on a trip to Italy,” Diane says. “In Tuscany, 
for example, there was a lot of stone, wood and 
iron together. I always loved wrought iron.”

This fireplace is two-sided, with a more 
subtle design on the other side of the wall in the 

TOP AND ABOVE: The catwalk upstairs leads to André’s 
office and the games area complete with a pool table 
and bar. LEFT: Small details, including these horse 
patterns add character to the home.

RIGHT: This beautiful wrought-iron 
chandelier can be seen from the upstairs 
wet bar and lounge.
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The guest bathroom is complete with a 
pebble chandelier and crisp white fixtures.

Personalized Building 
“Building your dream home with you, not just for you.”

613.850.6275     www.pattersonhomes.ca

For an estimate on your new home design
or renovation project, call 613 - 825 - 0548

or email info@cmillsdesign.com

Tour our online gallery of past projects at
cmillsdesign.com

Winner of 2013 GOHBA Design Award
Best Renovation / Addition ( $350-$500 K )

Winner of 2013 GOHBA Design Award
Custom Kitchen (over $75,000)

Finalist for Three 2013 OHBA Awards of Distinction
including New Home Kitchen & Bathroom

Fine architecture.  First you inhabit it.  Then it inhabits you.
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master bedroom, where the stone is slightly more angular, matching stone 
on the exterior of the home. 

“The master bedroom and bathroom we treated a little bit separate 
from the rest of the house, in terms of materials,” says Diane. They also 
elected to use walnut instead of hickory for the floors in the bedroom, to 
lend a slightly deeper tone to that living space.

The master bathroom is a study in angles and arches, with a medieval 
flair. Entry to the shower is through an archway in a wall of stone, similar 
to that on the fireplace in the master bedroom. 

Some homes unfold before you, like a good book – with interesting 
characters, engaging stories and vivid visual imagery, which is what Diane 
and André’s home not only accomplishes, but embraces.  OH

The large master bed and bath is luxurious and 
unique in design. The bath sits in front of a brick wall 
which leads to an archway entrance into the shower, 
complete with candle-style lighting. 
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